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BabyTEL Social Voice 

babyTEL Social Voice adds voice communication to your applications. Dating sites, games and a host of 

other applications become more personal and powerful by embedding babyTEL’s voice applications 

accessed through its powerful API.  At the core of babyTEL’s Social Voice is a proven, quality 

communication infrastructure.  

Communication Solutions 

Complete Network Communication Solution (CNCS) 

babyTEL’s CNCS provides our clients’ user groups with feature-rich calling, video calling, audio 

messaging, and instant messaging capabilities over a full range of devices. 

The babyTEL network provides IP to IP connections whenever possible, as well as complete integration 

with the Public Telephone Network - allowing users to be reached from any device and on any device. 

babyTEL’s CNCS is unique in that it offers ultimate privacy control across all of a user’s devices (including 

mobile phones and landlines). 

Within the contact directories (populated through the client network database), users can create white 

lists and black lists (and every shade in between) that control the paths by which babyTEL provides (or 

blocks) communication access. 

Multiple integration options and a simple API allow babyTEL’s CNCS to be easily integrated into a client 

application. 
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Online Network Communication Solution (ONS) 

babyTEL’s ONCS provides our clients’ user groups with feature-rich calling, video calling, audio 

messaging, and instant messaging capabilities over a full range of devices. 

The babyTEL network provides IP to IP communications and is unique in that it offers ultimate privacy 

control. 

Within the contact directories (populated through the client network database), users can create white 

lists and black lists (and every shade in between) that control the paths by which babyTEL provides (or 

blocks) communication access. 

Multiple integration options and a simple API allow babyTEL’s CNCS to be easily integrated into a client 

application. 
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Mobile Network Communication Solution (MNS) 

babyTEL’s MNCS provides its clients with feature-rich calling, video calling, audio messaging, and instant 

messaging capabilities for their mobile apps. 

babyTEL’s MNCS is unique in that it offers seamless communications with ultimate privacy control. 

Within the contact directories (populated through the client network database), users can create white 

lists and black lists (and every shade in between) that control the paths by which babyTEL provides (or 

blocks) communication access. 

babyTEL’s simple API allow babyTEL’s MNCS to be easily integrated into a client application. 

 

Protected Calling Solution (PCS) - Phone to Phone 

babyTEL’s PCS allows for privacy-protected seamless calls between users - from phone to phone, with no 

extra steps required of the users. 

With a Virtual Number and Call Forwarding, a user can be reached from any device and on any device 

within the Public Telephone Network, without disclosing their personal telephone numbers. 

babyTEL’s PCS also ensures privacy for callers, as all numbers associated with a user’s account are 

recognized by the babyTEL network. So if for instance, a user calls another user’s Virtual Number from 

their mobile phone, that number is recognized by the service and it displays only their Username or 

Virtual Number to the recipient. 

If for any reason communication is not permitted between users because of their settings (white-list or 

black-list), the babyTEL network will automatically recognize any device associated with those users and 

block communications. 
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If calling to or from an unregistered number, the service can provide call back facility which protects the 

caller’s number while displaying their Username or Virtual Number. 
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Mobile Web Communication Solution 

babyTEL’s MWCS can provide protected: calling, SMS, and email from any web-enabled mobile phone. 

The directory is auto-populated from the client’s data base. 

URLs within the directory invoke the user’s mobile device to initiate a call, SMS or email, without 

disclosing the actual telephone number, or email address of the recipient. 

Privacy is also ensured for the caller, as at the receiving end only the caller’s Username or Virtual 

Number is displayed to the recipient. 

If privacy is not a universal requirement, telephone number and email visibility can be set by the 

individual user, without affecting the functionality of the service. 
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Integration Options 

Web Link 

Web links allow for quick and easy calling or audio messaging functionality between users. 

Call and hang-up is initiated directly from within the browser, and utilize the host computer’s 

microphone and speakers. 

User privacy settings can control the visibility of the web link according to who has been granted 

communication privileges. 

Voicemail and Call Forwarding features can be offered on a per-user basis. 
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Web Applet 

Our java-based web applet allows for dynamic in-browser communications, whose functionality can be 

tailored by each client. 

In addition to the full suite of communications, the applet can include dynamic display of contacts’ on-

line presence, editable contact lists, and call/messaging history. 
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Desktop App 

Our desktop app provides all communication options, as well dynamic display of contacts’ on-line 

presence, editable contact lists, and call/messaging history. 

Functions, features and skins can be tailored according to client needs. 

Because the app is java-based, it can be launched anywhere (from either a web link or a desktop 

shortcut), with no installation or administrative privileges necessary. 

The desktop app offers the advantage of persistent access to all communications, independent of 

browser activity. 

The Softphone can also host ads and featured notifications. 
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Virtual Numbers & Call Forwarding 

Virtual Numbers and Call Forwarding allow users to be reached from any device and on any device 

within the Public Telephone Network. 

Furthermore, our unique protected calling solution allows for seamless calling (i.e. direct phone to 

phone, with no extra steps), while providing the full benefits of double-sided privacy control as set by 

the client or individual users. 
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Mobile Device App (integrated or white-label) 

babyTEL functionality* is now available for mobile device apps** (over their native WiFi and 3G data 

connections). 

The babyTEL functions and features can be integrated within existing client apps, or alternatively made 

available as a stand-alone with our white-label app. 

* Video calling will be available in future releases 

** currently available for iPhone, with Android and Blackberry in development. 
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Mobile Web Directory (with URLs invoking Mobile device) 

babyTEL can provide (protected) calling, sms and email functionality through auto-populated web 

directories accessible from any web-enabled mobile phone. 

The URLs within the directory invoke the user’s mobile device to initiate a call, SMS or email. Actual 

numbers and addresses in the directory can be visible, or kept protected* so as to maintain user privacy. 

Privacy can also be ensured for the user initiating communications from the directory. babyTEL can 

recognize the caller’s number and/or e-mail address and display only their username or Virtual Number 

to the recipient(s). 

* number and e-mail visibility can be set globally or by each individual user 

** from a device associated with their account 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


